
The Nuberniks: Counting Backwards From 10
First Numbers
Once upon a time, in the enchanting land of Numberville, there lived a
group of extraordinary creatures called the Nuberniks. These playful and
lovable characters had a unique and important mission: to help children
learn about numbers and counting in a fun and engaging way.
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One sunny morning, as the Nuberniks gathered in their cozy clubhouse,
they decided to embark on a special adventure. They wanted to explore the
world of counting backwards, starting from the number 10.

With a cheerful skip and a giggle, the Nuberniks set off on their journey. At
the forefront was Number Ten, a tall and elegant Nubernik with a bright red
crown. Next came Number Nine, a cheerful fellow with a bouncy blue hat.
Number Eight followed closely behind, with her sparkling green pigtails.
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And so on, each Nubernik lined up in perfect order, their colorful numbers
standing out against their playful costumes.

As they walked, the Nuberniks sang a cheerful tune to help them remember
the order of the numbers:
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“Ten, nine, eight, seven, six,

Five, four, three, two, one,

Counting backwards is so much fun!”

They skipped and hopped and twirled, their laughter echoing through the
streets of Numberville. Along the way, they encountered curious residents
who asked them what they were up to. The Nuberniks proudly explained
their mission, and the residents joined in on the counting fun.

As the Nuberniks counted backwards, they pointed out different objects
around them. They counted the windows in the houses, the flowers in the
gardens, and even the spots on a friendly dog. This helped them connect
the numbers to real-life scenarios, making the learning process more
interactive and meaningful.

By the time they reached the end of their journey, the Nuberniks had
mastered the art of counting backwards from 10. They had not only learned
a valuable math skill but had also created lasting memories with their
friends.

From that day forward, the Nuberniks continued their playful teaching
adventures, spreading the joy of numbers throughout Numberville. They
became known as the best number teachers in the land, inspiring young
minds to embrace math with confidence and excitement.

So, if you ever find yourself wanting to learn about counting backwards,
remember the Nuberniks and their enchanting journey. With their help, you



too can become a counting champion and discover the wonderful world of
numbers.
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families work...
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